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CAT. 1

Sir James Thornhill (1675-1734)
Design for a Garden House
Pen and brown and grey ink and grey washes on laid paper
7 x 6 ¾ inches, 18.2 x 17.2 cm
Provenance: Colonel Gould Weston, his sale, Christie’s, 15th July 1958, lot 125 as part of an album;
Ralph Holland (1917-2012)

Thornhill became one of the foremost decorative painters of the first decades of the 18th century.
Born in Melcombe Regis, Dorset, he was also one of the first native born painters to achieve
success, in a field dominated by overseas talent. He was initially apprenticed to the artist
Thomas Highmore (1660-1720) in 1689 and in 1704 Thornhill was made a Freeman of the
Painter-Stainers’ Company. He was particularly influenced by artists such as Antonio Verrio
(c.1636/9–1707) and Louis Laguerre (1663–1721) and may have served as an assistant to Verrio,
when the latter was working on the Queen’s Drawing Room at Hampton Court. Amongst
Thornhill’s most celebrated schemes are the Painted Hall, Royal Naval College, Greenwich
(1707-1727), the dome of St Paul’s Cathedral (1716-19) and Chatsworth House (1707-8).
In recognition of his standing, he was made Court Painter to George I in 1718 and knighted in
1720.
This drawing may be linked to the work that Thornhill did for Isaac Loader (b.1653) at Deptford.
Loader was an anchor maker by profession and was appointed Sheriff of Deptford in 1701. Ralph
Thoresby (1658-1725) visited Loader’s house in 1714 and records that ‘the gardens are surprisingly
fine and large: there are Mr Thornhill’s paintings in the Bagnio, and other garden-houses’
(see R. Thoresby, The Diary of Ralph Thoresby, F.R.S., 1830, p.237).
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CAT. 2

Joseph Wright (of Derby), ARA (1734-1797)
Portrait of Nicholas Hutchinson
Oil on Canvas
30 x 25 inches, 76.2 x 63.5 cm
With original mid-18th century carved and pierced giltwood frame
Labelled verso: “Nicholas Hutchinson of Newark, Jack’s great, great-grandfather”
Provenance: By descent in the Hutchinson Family to Jeremy Hutchinson Q.C., later Lord Hutchinson of
Lullington (1915-2017)
Literature: Benedict Nicholson, Joseph Wright of Derby, London 1968, p. 209, no. 96

Joseph Wright remains one of the most varied and interesting British artists of the 18th century.
Trained in London as a portrait painter under Thomas Hudson, he was always drawn to
working in his native Derby and with the exception of a few years away in Liverpool, Italy and
Bath, he remained true to his roots. The 1760s saw him develop dramatically from a faithful
Hudson student into a fully fledged artist in his own right. Fascinated by light and shade both
indoors and out of doors, his work began to encompass more than just portraiture. Lamplit
interiors intrigued him as did moonlit landscapes. Similarly he was one of the first artists to
see depictions of early industrial processes as suitable subjects for painting. By the end of his
life he was highly competent in all these areas. His portrait painting was of an order to rival
Reynolds and Gainsborough, his landscapes fore-runners of the romantic movement and his
depictions of scientific and industrial processes quite unique. Out of fashion for many years,
his work was often only collected by those connected to Derbyshire. But more recently he has
emerged rightly as the multi-faceted genius that he was and is in demand by prominent
institutions and collectors alike.
Nicholas Hutchinson, the sitter in this present portrait, was a surgeon in the Newark area of
Nottinghamshire. He must have prospered, as he seems to have built himself a nice house in
Southwell. This is now No 4 Westgate in Southwell - currently a centre for retreats etc. His
family, down whose line this picture has come, were almost all physicians, liberal politicians or
lawyers. The last owner, the remarkably long-lived Jeremy Hutchinson Q.C. (1915-2017), later
Lord Lullington, was indeed a lawyer of some note. Married to the renowned actress Peggy
Ashcroft, he successfully defended all kinds of causes célèbres as a barrister, including the Lady
Chatterley novel, Christine Keeler and even the play Romans in Britain when under attack from
Mary Whitehouse. His father - presumably the owner of the picture prior to him - was St John
Hutchinson K.C. (1884-1942). Also a barrister, he was known as ‘Jack’ and must therefore be
the 'Jack' referred to on the label (see above). As well as his legal work and working as a liberal
councillor and would-be MP, he seems to have moved in artistic circles. His wife, Mary
Hutchinson, was closely connected to the Bloomsbury circles and is remembered by her 1915
portrait by Vanessa Bell now in the collection of Tate Britain.
Around 1760 Wright was known to have gone to Newark and to have painted a number of
sitters in that area. These men and women were drawn typically from the professional and landowning classes of Nottinghamshire and Hutchinson would have fallen naturally into that group.
The date of 1760 would also fit entirely with the style in which Hutchinson is painted.
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Wright hasn't yet fully developed that remarkable ability to convey the acute sensitivity of a
face with his unique use of light and shade, but he has left his early primitive phase behind and
there are undeniable hints of considerable ability in the treatment of the costume. Already we
note here two hallmarks of Wright’s mature style in portraiture. First, Hutchinson’s buttons
are left consciously undone. This gives a sense of the informal and non-uniform to the sitter,
adds to the feeling of three-dimensionality and demonstrates the artist’s emerging confidence
as a drapery painter. Similarly, the exceptional handling of the braiding on the tricorn hat is a
further demonstration of his abilities. Nicolson himself (op cit) also notes Wright’s achievement
with this very portrait of conveying a real sense of the weight and bulk of the figure. This is
Joseph Wright just on the verge of developing from a competent portrait painter into a very
good one indeed.
5

CAT. 3

Sir Thomas Lawrence, PRA (1769–1830)
Portrait of Samuel Rose (1767-1804)
Oil on Canvas
30 x 25 inches, 76.2 x 63.5 cm
Provenance: the Burney Family; Sold Christie’s London 1925; Bought A.L. Nicholson (dealer);
Private Collection USA; Christie’s New York 1996; Private Collection USA
Exhibited: Probably Royal Academy, 1795
Engraved: John Henry Robinson, 1836
Literature: Kenneth Garlick, Sir Thomas Lawrence 1989, No. 693

Lawrence undoubtedly ranks as one of England’s very greatest portrait painters. Coming of age
in the 1790s as the eighteenth-century masters of the genre - Reynolds, Gainsborough and
Romney - began to fade, Lawrence found no equal in Britain in the ensuing generation. The
painter of choice of royalty, the aristocracy, the military and politicians, he progressed unrivalled
through the Regency, the Waterloo years and the reign of George IV until his sudden death in
1830. From his very earliest years as a child he showed a precocious ability to draw. Indeed, he
developed this into a commercial venture in his father’s coaching inn in Devizes before he was
even 12 years old. Coming to London in 1787 at the age of eighteen, he set up in practice as a
professional portrait painter in the capital. Three years later, after some early successes at the
Royal Academy, he received a commission to paint Queen Charlotte. This now famous portrait
- with its clever suggestion of movement, its unusually free and beautiful landscape backdrop,
and its firework-like display of highlights in the Queen’s hair - cemented Lawrence’s reputation
as the new exciting force in portraiture. He would never look back. Through associate
membership of the Royal Academy to full membership, and finally to the presidency in 1820,
his path had something of the inevitable about it. Further, after his commission from the Prince
Regent in 1815 to paint the series of full-length portraits of the allied victors for the Waterloo
Chamber at Windsor Castle, Lawrence’s reputation began to spread to the rest of Europe. By
the end of his life he had not only outshone any other English portrait painter, but was holding
his own with any portraitist on the European stage as well. And if we look for his worthy
successors, it is not until the arrival of John Singer Sargent in England some 50 years later that
Lawrence’s dazzling exercises with the human figure would be rivalled seriously again.
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Samuel Rose (1767-1804) was a fascinating figure whose life was cut short by illness while he
was still in his thirties. Of Scottish descent, he was educated at his father’s school in Kew and
later at Glasgow University. He determined to follow a career in law. So he was entered as a
student at Lincoln’s Inn in 1786, and called to the bar in 1796. His most famous case as a
practising lawyer was the defence of the poet William Blake against a charge of high treason in
January of 1804. Rose won this case after a vigorous cross-questioning of Blake’s accusers, two
soldiers who claimed to have heard the poet blaspheming against the King. Rose was taken ill
with a severe cold during the course of the trial, but he nevertheless managed to see it through
to a successful conclusion. He never recovered from his illness, however, and he died of
consumption at the end of 1804. Outside of the law, Rose struck up a firm friendship with the
poet William Cowper (1731-1800), eventually acting as trustee for the royal pension of which
the poet was in receipt. Importantly also it was Rose who made a point of bringing Thomas
Lawrence to Cowper’s home in 1793, where the artist made his much engraved drawing of the
poet (Private Collection). This action suggests a personal connection to Lawrence and it may
also explain why Lawrence would paint Rose’s portrait some two years later. Rose’s promotion
of Lawrence and the intimate nature of Rose’s portrait seem to hint at a genuine friendship
between the two, rather than the usual artist/client relationship.
Whatever the nature of their relationship, Thomas Lawrence clearly found in Samuel Rose a
sympathetic sitter. The artist poses his subject in a thoroughly original way, positioning Rose
to the side of the canvas (at his desk) and directing Rose’s gaze from the centre of the canvas
straight to the viewer. Through this device of close engagement, we in turn are drawn in to the
picture. We feel as though we were ourselves present at a legal consultation; one where our
case is being heard not just professionally, but quietly and even optimistically as well. If we
examine Rose’s head close to, we can see Lawrence’s remarkable skills at first hand. Revealingly,
we can see the artist’s pencil at work outlining the main bone-structure of the face. This is
most noticeable in the area of Rose’s right eye, but also under his chin and in the edge of the
collar of his coat. On close inspection this seems to confuse the eye and one wonders what
Lawrence’s intention might have been in leaving the lines visible. But when we step back, much
as one might step back from an impressionist painting, the whole picture comes into focus;
this is clearly the distance at which the painter intended us to see the work. Lawrence’s
treatment of the hair is also of the highest order. A skilful confection of differing shades and
highlights gives Rose’s grey-powdered hair an extraordinarily life-like appearance. And even in
the painting of the black coat – a notoriously difficult subject for artists - Lawrence excels.
Rose’s coat is composed of not just a solid black swathe of paint, but a highlighted collar, subtle
dark creases in the sleeve, and shadows from the lapel. The coat has luxurious form, such as
few painters would be able to give it. Lawrence’s portrait of Samuel Rose is a quiet little
masterpiece; an intriguing young sitter treated by one of England’s very great painters.
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CAT. 4

John ‘Warwick’ Smith (1749-1831)
Bullslaughter Bay, Pembrokeshire, Wales
Inscribed on fragment of original mount: Bulslaughter Bay - not far from the Eligog Stacks This deep inlet is narrowed & surrounded by stupenduous Cliffs & Sea-worn Caverns./
No part throughout this rude & far extending Range of Coast surpafses the Wild Scenery
of this Sequester'd Bay, where its fractured Rocks intermix with rude & detached Arches/
in wonderful display and mark the matchlefs work of nature's Architect
Pen and brown ink and watercolour over traces of pencil
5 ½ x 8 ¾ inches, 14 x 22.4 cm
Provenance: George Greville, 2nd Earl of Warwick (1746-1816)

This watercolour is part of a group of over 700 once belonging to George Greville, 2nd Earl of
Warwick which were dispersed amongst his descendants. Smith earned his sobriquet ‘Warwick’
due to his long patronage by the Earl of Warwick, who not only purchased hundreds of
drawings from the artist, but also funded Smith’s two tours of Italy, one between 1776 and 1781
and the second in 1785, when the Earl accompanied the artist.
Smith was captivated by the dramatic limestone cliffs, punctured by caves and arches, which
surround Bullslaughter Bay and which are characteristic of the coastline of South Pembrokeshire.
Around the coast, to the right of the current view, and not visible in this watercolour, is Elegug
stacks, so named after the guillemots that nest there along with razorbills, fulmars and
cormorants.
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CAT. 5

Francis Wheatley (1747-1801)
Itinerant Potters
Signed lower left: F. Wheatley delt/1799.
Watercolour over traces of pencil
14 ¾ x 12 ½ inches, 37.5 x 31.7 cm
Provenance: Arthur N. Gilbey (1861-1939), Folly Farm, Sulhampstead, Berkshire,
his Executor’s sale, Christie's, 26th April 1940, lot 214, bt. Fletcher for 55 guineas

Born in Covent Garden, the son of a tailor, Wheatley studied painting at Shipley’s School and
was one of the early students at the Royal Academy Schools from 1769. Redgrave’s Dictionary
recalls `In early life he made many theatrical acquaintances and was led into extravagance and
debt.’ Partly to avoid his creditors and partly to escape an irate husband, he fled to Dublin in
1779, with the wife of the watercolour painter John Alexander Gresse. He spent the next four
years in Ireland, where he established a successful career as a portrait painter. On his return to
London towards the end of 1783, he specialised in genre paintings in oil and watercolour, many
of which were engraved, such as his series ‘Cries of London’, which proved hugely popular in
the late 1790s. He exhibited regularly at the Society of Artists in London and Dublin and at
the Royal Academy, to which he was elected an Academician in 1791.
A print after Wheatley called `Itinerant Potters’ was published as a stipple engraving in 1797.
An early owner of this watercolour, Arthur Gilbey, was the second son of Sir Walter Gilbey, a
well-known collector of angling books and pictures. His sale at Christie's included 36 works by
Francis Wheatley.
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CAT. 6

Wenzel Peter (Czech 1745-1829)
Wild Turkey
Oil on Canvas
38.5 x 28.5 inches, 97.8 x 72.4 cm
Provenance: Private Collection UK

Born in Bohemia (now the Czech republic), Wenzel Peter moved at the age of 22 to Rome where
he settled and built a sound reputation as an artist. His area of expertise was that of animal
painting and he soon came to the attention of some of the most significant patrons of art in
Rome. One of his earliest successes was his 1779 fresco of animal paintings on the walls of the
Casino di Villa Borghese for Prince Marcantonio Borghese III. By the early 19th century he
had become the foremost animal painter in Italy of his day, with his pictures entering many
important private collections. After his death, his daughter Marianna Peter, remembering how
her father’s work had been regarded favourably by the Popes he had known, sold a significant
number of his pictures to Pope Gregory XVI in 1831. Among these was Peter’s monumental
canvas Adam and Eve in Paradise, which shows some 240 species of animal from different parts
of the globe. The anatomical accuracy with which Peter depicts these animals is a testament to
his considerable scientific and zoological understanding of these creatures. This painting now
hangs in the Vatican Museum.
Interestingly, Peter himself had declined to sell that large canvas in his lifetime, keeping it
instead in his studio. Here he apparently used it as a form of advertising. Patrons thinking of
commissioning an animal painting from Peter would be shown this work and could choose a
subject to their liking from what the artist was effectively using as a large ‘sample painting’.
This present picture of a turkey is clearly worked from the turkey that appears prominently in
the centre foreground of Adam and Eve in Paradise. However, Peter has increased the scale of
the bird considerably and placed it in its own landscape.The result is that the bird, with its full
display of tail feathers and extraordinarily vibrant colours to the head, acquires an exotic kind
of majesty. This powerful representation of a strange bird from the New World would have
held a great fascination for the still relatively untravelled European in 1800. Depicted on this
scale, with all of Peter’s brilliant colouring and precise drawing skills, it remains undeniably
impressive today.
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CAT. 7

Sir Henry Raeburn, RA, RSA (1756-1823)
Portrait of Maria Sophia Abercromby, Mrs. David Monypenny,
(Lady Pitmilly (1781-1842))
Oil on canvas
30 x 25 inches, 76.25 x 63.5 cm
Painted circa 1811
Provenance: With Ralston Galleries, New York, 1917, by whom acquired in the United Kingdom;
Edward Townsend Stotesbury, Whitemarsh Hall, Wyndmoor, Pennsylvania, until his death in 1938;
Eva Stotesbury; Stotesbury Sale, Parke Bernet Galleries, New York, November 1944, Lot 1;
The Fitzgerald Family; Sotheby’s, London, 13 November 1996, lot 69 (as “Portrait of a Lady”);
Private collection, United Kingdom
Exhibited: Philadelphia, Pennsylvania Museum of Art, Loan Exhibition from the Stotesbury Collection, 1932
(as Lady in Red Cloak); San Francisco, California Palace of the Legion of Honor, Masterpieces of English
Portraiture…from the collection of the late Edward T. Stotesbury, 1941
Literature: “Raeburn for Stotesbury,” The New York Times, March 1, 1917; Henri Marceau, The Stotesbury
Collection, The Pennsylvania Museum Bulletin, vol. xxviii, no. 151, December 1932, p. 21 and illustrated on
opposite page (as Lady in Red Cloak); The Connoisseur, August 1941, vol. 108, p. 79

This superb picture was painted by Raeburn around 1811 – a period when he was producing
some of his most sensuous images of female sitters. Maria Sophia Abercromby was the third
daughter of Sir George Abercromby, 4th Baronet of Birkenbog in Fyfe and his wife, Jane Ogilvy,
the eldest daughter of Alexander, 7th Lord Banff. In 1810 she married the Hon. David
Monypenny (born 1769). He became Solicitor-General on 22 February 1811, was admitted a Lord
of Session on 25 February 1813, when he took the title of Lord Pitmilly, and also became a Lord
of Justiciary. At the original constitution of the jury court in civil cases in Scotland he was
nominated one of the Lords Commissioners on 13 June 1815.
Of particular interest is the 20th century provenance of this fine portrait. In 1917 it was
purchased by Edward Townsend Stotesbury for his mansion Whitemarsh Hall in Philadelphia,
where it hung in the drawing room. Stotesbury was from a Philadelphia Quaker family and
became Philadelphia’s wealthiest citizen, an international banker who rose to senior partner of
Drexel & Co. and J. P. Morgan & Co. In addition to other houses and estates, between 1916 and
1921 he built the vast neo-Palladian Whitemarsh Hall in a 250 acre park in Wyndmoor,
Pennsylvania as a present to his wife. Three of its six storeys were built below ground to
preserve the house’s proportions. Since the 1890s he had been a discerning collector in many
fields and periods, including gothic and medieval art which was then very sought after. His
paintings ranged from Renaissance and old master works to 18th and 19th century British
portraiture. Shortly after his marriage to Eva in 1912 he became a client of Joseph Duveen. Even
the motor-car magnate, Henry Ford, after a visit to Whitemarsh Hall, is quoted as having said:
“It was a great experience to see how the rich live.” In the final years of his life, Stotesbury’s
annual expenditure was astronomic. He seemed determined to spend the fortune he had
amassed. His widow Eva, faced with annual outgoings in excess of $1 million on Whitemarsh
Hall alone, went to live in Washington and sold the art collections and her jewels.
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CAT. 8

Sir Thomas Lawrence, PRA (1769-1830)
Portrait of Miss Glover of Bath
Oil on Canvas
30 x 25¼ inches, 76.2 x 64.1 cm
Provenance: Aldolphe Kann (1870-1948), Paris; Maurice Kann, sold his sale, Paris, 9th June 1911, lot 32, bt.
Fischof; With Duveen Brothers, London; Edward Townsend Stotesbury (1849-1938), Whitemarsh Hall,
Wyndmoor, Pennsylvania; Lucretia Roberts, Mrs E.T. Stotesbury, his wife, by whom sold in the
Stotesbury sale, Parke-Bernet, New York, 18th November 1944, lot 4, bt. J.W. Spenser; Stansky, by whom
sold Parke Bernet, 12th December 1956, lot 19, bt. Newhouse; With Newhouse Galleries, New York, 1958;
Private Collection, USA; Sold Sothebys, London, 23 November 2006, lot 58; Private Collection UK
Exhibited: Philadelphia, Pennsylvania Museum of Art, Loan Exhibition from the Stotesbury Collection, 1932;
San Francisco, California Palace of the Legion of Honor, Masterpieces of English Portraiture…from the
collection of the late Edward T. Stotesbury, 1941
Literature: Sir Walter Armstrong, Sir Thomas Lawrence, 1913, p. 134; Pennsylvania Museum Bulletin,
December 1932, illus. p. 20; O'Toole Galleries, New York, Catalogue of the Paintings ... of the late Edward T.
Stotesbury, April 23-May 10 1941, no. 12; Art Digest, 1st May 1941, p. 8; Art Digest, 1st June 1941, p. 19;
Connoisseur, August 1941, Vol. 108, p. 77; Kenneth Garlick, Lawrence, 1954, p. 90; Kenneth Garlick,
'Catalogue of the Paintings, Drawings and Pastels of Sir Thomas Lawrence', Walpole Society, 1964,
Vol. XXXIX, p. 90; Kenneth Garlick, Sir Thomas Lawrence, 1989, pp. 195-196, no. 332 (as whereabouts
unknown)

Dated by Kenneth Garlick to the years 1810-1815, Lawrence’s portrait of Miss Glover is a fine
and typical example of Lawrence’s work in his middle period. If we look at the intriguing
provenance of this picture we can see that it was just the kind of glamorous British portrait
that was greatly in vogue with major collectors in the early part of the 20th century.
The names of the great dealer Duveen and the great collector E.T.Stotesbury tell the story only
too well. Duveen was unrivalled as the supplier of all kinds of European furnishings and
artworks to the American tycoons, who emerged as phenomenal art-buying class at the end of
the 19th century. Stotesbury, a massively wealthy banker, would have been typical of a Duveen
client. A partner first in the Philadelphia firm of Drexel & Co, and subsequently a partner in
the mighty firm of J.P.Morgan he amassed a considerable fortune, a great deal of which he
lavished on a number of palatial residences. Apart from a fine town house in Philadelphia,
Stotesbury built three massive mansions elsewhere, the largest of which – indeed reputedly the
third largest private house ever built in the United States – was Whitemarsh Hall in Wyndmoor,
Pennsylvania. Exactly when Stotesbury acquired this Lawrence from Duveen is unclear, but
there are fascinating photographs showing it hanging first in the Library of his Walnut Street
house in Philadelphia and by 1921 in the Great Ballroom of Whitemarsh Hall. For about a
century the picture remained on American soil, being acquired finally by a UK collector
in 2006.
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CAT. 9

Sir George Hayter (1792-1871)
Portrait of an officer of the East India Company
Canvas size: 30 x 25 inches, 76 x 64 cm
Framed size: 42 x 37 inches, 107 x 94 cm
Framed in a fine early 19th century gilt plaster frame

Sir George Hayter was the son of the miniaturist and drawing master Charles Hayter (17611835). Born in London, he studied at the Royal Academy Schools, but disliking it, ran away to
sea as a midshipman in the Royal Navy. At this point his father stepped in and bought him
out, deciding that his son could best make his way by continuing his studies at the RA schools,
but helping as his father’s assistant at the same time. At the RA he was taught by Henry Fuseli
among others and emerged a highly confident artist, soon being appointed Painter of Miniatures
and Portraits to Princess Charlotte. He left England for Italy in 1816 and in Rome became
acquainted with the great sculptor Antonio Canova. He painted Canova’s portrait and the latter
put him forward for honorary membership of the Accademia di San Lucca, where he was
accepted as their youngest ever member. Various further successes followed as he moved about
Italy, although his personal life undoubtedly seems to have had a whiff of scandal about it. He
lived openly with his mistress, while remaining married to his wife, who had remained in
England. However, he returned to England in 1831 full of ambition to make his way in the art
establishment and to that end painted, un-commissioned, a vast oil painting depicting the first
sitting of the House of Commons after the Reform Bill had been passed. For this he took 400
individual portraits and worked on the canvas for 10 years. Eventually it was bought for the
nation, but only in 1854, some 20 years after he had started it. The painting is now in the
National Portrait Gallery in London. At the same time, in the 1830s, he had begun painting for
the new Queen, Victoria, and received considerable favour in that decade from the Royal Family,
painting many portraits for official purposes. To the annoyance of several more established
artists and members of the Royal Academy, he was made Principal Painter in Ordinary to the
Queen in 1841 and knighted in 1842. However, by the time of the Queen’s marriage to Albert
in 1840, the wind had begun to change and, with the Prince’s seriously held convictions about
art, which favoured German and other continental painters, Hayter’s star began to fade.
In his later years he concentrated some of his efforts on history painting and depictions
of biblical scenes. He died in 1871 and his studio contents were auctioned by Christie’s later
that year.
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CAT. 10

Sir Thomas Lawrence,
Portrait of a Lady

PRA

(1769-1830)

Pencil and chalk
6 x 5 inches oval, 15.2 x 12.7 cm oval
Probably executed around 1815

Lawrence’s abilities as a draughtsman became apparent from an absurdly young age. He was
wont, for his own amusement, to draw the travellers who entered his father’s coaching inn at
Devizes from the age of 5 or 6 years old. Eventually his father, seeing a possibility of additional
revenue, realized that he could charge for his son’s efforts and young Lawrence’s subjects seemed
happy to pay. Realizing that they had something quite exceptional on their hands, the Lawrence
parents eventually took the gamble of moving to Bath, where they set their 11 year old son up
in street level premises, where passers by were invited to sit for “Striking Sketches….without
Loss of Time”. Bath society did indeed take the bait and by the time he left for London in 1787
he was reputedly earning four times the annual salary of his older brother, a clergyman.
The drawings of this young – very young – genius still exude a great charm today, but of course
his hand and eye would develop much further in the capital. His strides were rapid. It was only
some two years later that he was invited to paint no less a figure than Queen Charlotte – in oil
and full length. The result, which can be seen today in the National Gallery, was – and still is
– extraordinary for a young man of twenty. From then on his reputation was secure. But
although he is of course remembered mostly for his stunning oil paintings of the great, the
good and the good-looking of late 18th century London and the Regency period, he continued
to draw throughout his lifetime. It was a passion of his. This remained so whether drawing a
showy lady of the 1790s with an elaborate powdered wig or a later sitter such as this present
one, a lady of quieter countenance and more soberly clothed. In all cases his abilities remained
those of a highly gifted practitioner, rendering his likenesses not only with consummate skill
but also with recognizeable empathy.
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CAT. 11

Sir David Wilkie, RA (1785-1841)
Recto: Study of Hands
Verso: Study of feet for Grace Before Meat (1839)
Pencil and Red Chalk heightened with White
8 ½ x 11 ¼ inches, 21.6 x 28.6 cm
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CAT. 12

Sir David Wilkie, RA (1785-1841)
Recto: Three Studies of Hands, One holding an Ear Trumpet
Study for The Cotter’s Saturday Night (1837)
Inscribed verso: “Bought at the Sale of Sir David Wilkie’s Works at Christie’s Rooms April 26th, 1842”
Pencil Heightened with White
8 ¾ x 11 ¼ inches, 22.2 x 28.6 cm
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CAT. 13

Sir David Wilkie, RA (1785-1841)
Study for “The Discovery of the body of Sultan Tippoo Sahib”
Watercolour over and pen and sepia ink
7 x 4 ¾ inches, 17.5 x 12 cm
Provenance: J.S.Maas & Co
Exhibited: National Galleries of Scotland, The Tiger and The Thistle, Edinburgh Festival, 1999, no.109

Tipu Sultan, who is often referred to as the Tiger of Mysore (or Tippoo Sahib by the British
in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries) is hailed today by many modern Indians
as one of the most heroic freedom fighters in the battle against India’s colonisation by the
British. Strongly resisting the conquest of Southern India by the East India Company, he
brutally met his end following the siege of Mysore by the British in May 1799. The event was
an early moment in the unstoppable rise of Arthur Wellesley (later the Duke of Wellington).
Commissioned in 1839, Wilkie’s depiction of the event The Discovery of the Body of Sultan Tippoo
Sahib is one of the artist’s best known and most monumental works. It is also one of the most
famous works from this period in the National Galleries of Scotland. Commissioned by the
widow of Sir David Baird following his death it shows him discovering Tipu Sultan’s body in
an attempt to re-address history by putting her husband and not the (by now) Duke of
Wellington more firmly at the heart of the historic event. The present study depicts Indian
figures, one holding a lantern, behind Baird. In the final painting Wilkie gave the lantern to a
British soldier crouching to Baird’s left.
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CAT. 14

George Barret Junior (1767-1842)
Travellers on a Road in a Classical Landscape
Signed lower centre: G Barret/1836
Watercolour
12 ¼ x 16 ¾ inches, 31.3 x 42.8 cm

Barret Jnr was the son of a Dublin artist of the same name. He was a founder member of the
‘Society of Painters in Water-colours’ in 1805 and exhibited there throughout his life. Redgrave
describes his work as follows: ‘He excelled in his poetic treatments of sunrise and sunset, the
effects of moonlight and in his truly classic and poetic compositions’ (Samuel Redgrave,
A Dictionary of Artists of the British School, 1878, p.26).
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CAT. 15

John Varley (1778-1842)
A Tree by a Country Track
Signed lower right: J. Varley
Watercolour over pencil heightened with gum arabic
9 x 11 ¼ inches, 23.2 x 28.9 cm

Varley was fascinated by nature and sketched constantly en plein air, a practice he actively
encouraged in his pupils. He also produced carefully worked up finished watercolours, which
he would use as teaching aids. The rich palette and carefully composed idealised landscape of
present watercolour which dates from the 1830s, suggests that this was such a work.
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CAT. 16

John Varley (1778-1842)
Classical Landscape
Watercolour heightened with bodycolour and gum arabic
11 ¾ x 19 ¾ inches, 29.5 x 50.1 cm

The large size, dark colouring and extensive use of gum arabic are typical features of Varley’s
late works of circa 1840 (see C.M. Kauffmann, John Varley, 1984, nos. 70-81, ill.).
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CAT. 17

Edward Lear (1812-1888)
The Church of Santa Maria at Luco, Italy
Signed lower right: E. Lear del. 1844. and inscribed lower left: Santa Maria di Luco
Black chalk and pencil heightened with white on buff paper, with corners cut
3 ½ x 7 ¾ inches, 9.1 x 19.6 cm
Provenance: John Scandrett Harford (1787-1866); By descent until 2015
Engraved: For Edward Lear’s Illustrated Excursions in Italy, 1846, pl.5

Lear arrived in Rome on his first major overseas tour in December 1837 and he remained there
for the next ten years, apart from two brief visits to England. He travelled widely, mainly in
the south of Italy. These two drawings originate from the collection of John Scandrett Harford
(1787-1866), who met Lear in Rome in 1846, and remained in his family until 2015. John Scandrett
Harford was a banker, collector, writer and talented amateur artist from Bristol. A watercolour
by him ‘Rome from the Vatican’ was sold at Sotheby’s, 6th July 2010, lot 265. He undertook at
least two visits to Italy, the first from 1815 to 1817, when he travelled widely through the country
and purchased a number of Old Master paintings and then later, to Rome in 1846, where he
met Lear. Harford’s nephew John Battersby Harford had travelled round Southern Italy with
Lear in 1844 (see Annals of the Harford Family, edited by Alice Harford, 1909, p.122) and would
no doubt have provided an introduction for the two men.
‘The Church Santa Maria, built on part of these ancient walls, is also of great antiquity; having
been given to the Benedictines by Doda, Contessa de’ Marsi in 930. The Lucus or Grove of
Ancizia or Augitiae, from which the modern town derives his name, I looked for in vain… ….
we were well pleased with the beautiful view of the Lake, and group of Alba and Velino, now
diminished by distance, yet forming a fine back-ground to the picturesque church and walls.’
(op. cit., p.21).
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CAT. 18

Edward Lear (1812-1888)
The Abbey of Santo Spirito at Sulmona, Italy
Signed lower right: E. Lear del. 1844. and inscribed lower left: Abbadai di S. Spirito
Black chalk, pencil and stump heightened with white on buff paper, with corners cut
3 ¼ x 5 ¾ inches, 8.6 x 15.1 cm
Provenance: John Scandrett Harford (1787-1866); By descent until 2015
Engraved: By J. Whimper for Edward Lear’s Illustrated Excursions in Italy, 1846, vignette no.9, p.30

The Abbey of Santo Spirito stands about five kilometres outside the town of Sulmona at the
base of Monte Morrone. The present monastery was built in the early 18th century after an
earthquake all but destroyed the original 13th century building.
‘Below the solitary hermitage is the Monastery of S. Spirito, founded by Pope Celestino V, but
now used as a poor-house for the three Abruzzi. It is a picturesque edifice, some distance from
the high-road; and its tall Campanile is seen all over the Pianura of Solmona’ (op.cit., pp.30-31).
See note to Cat. 17 for more on Lear in Italy.
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CAT. 19

Edward Lear (1812-1888)
Jaffa
Inscribed l.r.: Jaffa and dated March 26 1858
Watercolour over pen and ink and pencil
1 ¾ x 5 inches, 4.5 x 12.5 cm
Provenance: Sotheby's, London, 16 July 1992, lot 165

Lear's trip to the Middle East in the Spring of 1858 resulted in several impressive views of
Jerusalem, two of which are now in the Tate (acc.nos.2753 and 2792). This delightful vignette is
typical of the swiftly executed studies he made on the spot, often, as in the present case, in the
early morning just after he woke up. He wrote in his diary on the day the present drawing was
executed:
"Rose at 6 having slept very decently. Sea Calm, hardly any wind. Jaffa..."
(Edward Lear, diary entry for Friday 26 March 1858)
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CAT. 20

William James Müller (1812-1845)
Dhows on the Nile, Egypt
5 x 14 inches, 13 x 36 cm
Provenance: Bill Thomson, his sale, Sotheby’s, 25th November 1999, lot 56;
Private collection, UK

This dates from Müller’s tour of Greece and Egypt in 1838-39. He left Bristol in September 1838
and spent six weeks in Athens before continuing to Alexandria in early November. Müller was
excited by the novelty of Egypt since ‘…a halo of mystery still lingered around this land of the
ancient East. Müller was only twenty-six and, with his exceptionally fine eye for colour, light
and shade, his imagination must have been fired by everything he saw’ (see Cyril Bunt, The
Life and Work of William James Müller of Bristol, 1948, p.37).
The crowded streets, exotic costumes and bazaars enthralled Müller, especially in Cairo, and
he subsequently sailed up the Nile as far as Luxor, Karnak and the Valley of the Kings. He
returned to Bristol in the Spring of 1839. Two other Nile views by Müller are in the British
Museum (see Greenacre and Stoddard, W.J. Müller 1812-1845, exhibition catalogue, 1991, nos.
100 and 101, ill.).
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CAT. 21

Joseph Mallord William Turner, RA (1775-1851)
View of a Castle in the Ahr Valley, possibly Burg Are, Switzerland
Inscribed lower left: Valley of Aara
Pencil with watercolour at the right edge
7 x 8 ¾ inches, 17.7 x 22.3 cm
Provenance: Sophia Booth (1798-1875), Margate; By descent to her son John Pound until 1865;
Laurence W. Hodson, Compton Hall, near Wolverhampton by 1884; Thence by descent until 1978;
Anonymous sale, Sotheby's, 30th November 1978, lot 97, part of an album, bt. Feigen;
With Thos. Agnew & Sons, London, 2009; Private Collection until 2017

This sketchbook page is one of a group of drawings of views in the Ahr valley which must date
from one of the Turner’s last major European tours in the early 1840s. The river Ahr is a minor
tributary of the Rhine which joins the Rhine at Sinzig, about twelve miles north of Andernach.
Andrew Wilton had dated them to 1844, but Peter Bower has recently discovered that they
originate from the same sketchbook as Turner’s group of Burg Eltz drawings (including nos.133335 in Andrew Wilton, Turner, 1979) which are traditionally dated to circa 1841-42. A number of
the Ahr sketches are in the Turner Bequest (TB CCCXL1V 39r and v, 43r and v, 44v, 45r, 46r,
97r and v, 98r and v and 99-106). Another drawing from the group was with Guy Peppiatt Fine
Art in 2016 (see Guy Peppiatt Fine Art, British Drawings and Watercolours, summer exhibition
catalogue, 2016, no.42, p.47).
The first owner of this drawing, Sophia Booth, was Turner’s companion in his later life. In
1818, she married a fisherman, John Henry Pound, but he drowned in 1821. In 1825, she married
John Booth and together they ran a guest house in Margate, where Turner was a regular guest
from about 1829. Following the death of John in 1833, Sophia and Turner became close and in
1846 Sophia moved to London, renting a house with Turner in Cheyne Walk, Chelsea, where
he was known locally as Mr Booth. In 1865, John Pound, Sophia’s son by her first marriage, sold
a number of works by Turner, including the present watercolour and purchased Haddenham
Hall, Buckinghamshire, where Sophia lived until her death.
The drawing was owned by Laurence Hodson, a brewer and art collector, particularly of the
Pre-Raphaelites. He commissioned William Morris to redesign the interior of his home,
Compton Hall between 1895-6. He also commissioned Morris to design wallpaper for him, the
Compton Pattern, which was the last design that Morris created.
We are grateful to Cecilia Powell for her help in cataloguing this drawing.
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CAT. 22

David Cox (1783-1859)
A Commercial Traveller in an Inn, Lancaster
Watercolour over traces of pencil
10 ½ x 7 ¼ inches, 26.3 x 17.8 cm
Provenance: Philip H. Rathbone, 1890; Anonymous sale, Christie's, 21st November 1978, lot 117
Exhibited: Liverpool, Walker Art Gallery, Grand Loan Exhibition of Pictures, 1886, no.1105; City of
Birmingham Museum and Art Gallery, Works by David Cox, 1890, no. 260
Literature: Whitworth Wallis and Arthur Bensley Chamberlain, Catalogue of a Special Collection of Works
by David Cox, 1890, no. 260, p. 44

The Birmingham exhibition catalogue of 1890 describes this watercolour as ‘Painted in the
Coffee Room of an Inn at Lancaster in 1840’. ‘Commercial traveller’ was the nineteenth century
term for a travelling salesman.
An early owner of this watercolour was Philip H Rathbone (1828 – 1895), a Liverpool Insurance
Broker and Justice of the Peace, who was an active patron of the arts. He was a founder member
of the Liverpool Arts Club, becoming its president in 1878. He sat on a number of committees
involved with the promotion of the arts in Liverpool and was instrumental in many of the
Walker Art Gallery’s key purchases of the last quarter of the 19th Century.
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CAT. 23

David Cox (1783-1859)
Landscape with Bull and Cows
Watercolour heightened with bodycolour, scratching out and stopping out
6 ¼ x 8 ½ inches, 15.8 x 21.5 cm
Provenance: Holbrook Gaskell (1812-1909); with Thos. Agnew & Sons
Exhibited: City of Birmingham Museum and Art Gallery, Works by David Cox, 1890, no. 312
Literature: Whitworth Wallis and Arthur Bensley Chamberlain, Catalogue of a Special Collection of Works
by David Cox, 1890, no. 312, p. 51

This watercolour, which dates from the early 1830s, is described in the 1890 exhibition catalogue
as follows: ‘Patches of Heather upon sand, bull standing in centre, with two cows, one lying
down; windmill in distance on right; other cattle on left; blue sky with clouds on horizon.’
Holbrook Gaskell who owned this watercolour was a Liverpool industrialist and a major
collector of British Pictures including works by Constable and Turner. The 1890 exhibition at
Birmingham of Cox’s work included 31 works from the Gaskell collection. Much of it was sold
at Christie’s in 1909.
Cox drew a number of watercolours featuring bulls in the early 1850s: ‘Bathers Disturbed by a
Bull’ (Whitworth Art Gallery, dated 1853), ‘Mountain Scene, North Wales, with Bull and Two
Youths’ (Harris Museum and Art Gallery, Preston), ‘On the Moors, near Bettws-y-Coed’
(V & A, depicting a bull in a storm) and ‘The Challenge’ (Ashmolean Museum, Oxford, 1853).
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CAT. 24

Henry Alken Senior (1785–1851)
Full Cry
Oil on Canvas
14 x 18 inches, 35.5 x 45.7 cm

Henry Alken Senior was one of England’s best known sporting painters and the most important
member of all the Alken family of painters. He was of Danish ancestry, the son of the painter
Samuel Alken, and brother of George, Samuel Jnr and Sefferien John, who were also artists.
Two of his own sons, Samuel Henry, known as Henry Alken Jnr, and Sefferien Jnr also became
sporting painters.
Henry Alken Senior first studied with his father, and later trained with the miniaturist J T
Barber, whose work influenced his handling of figures. He exhibited two pictures at the Royal
Academy in 1801 and 1802, both miniatures. Following his marriage in 1809, when he is known
to have been living in the Ipswich area, Alken began a successful career as a graphic journalist,
working under the pseudonym of ‘Ben Tally-Ho’. In 1815 he visited Waterloo; his prints of the
battle, as well as his portraits of Wellington, Blucher and the Marquis of Anglesey, were
published by S and J Fuller the same year. In 1816, he wrote and published The Beauties and
Defects in the Figure of a Horse. His other works as an illustrator included The National Sports
of Great Britain (1821), and the more famous Life and Death of John Mytton (1837).
Henry Alken Senior later moved to London, living in Kentish Town and Highgate, from where
he produced a steady stream of hunting, racing and coaching scenes and a miscellany of other
sports; many of these pictures were produced in pairs and sets. He was perhaps at his best
between the years 1810 and 1830, when his imagination for innovative composition in his horse
pictures combined well with his very considerable control as a draughtsman. He was a skilled
practitioner in both oil and watercolour as well as being a master of the art of etching.
Stylistically, he was a powerful influence on both his own family of painters and many later
sporting artists.
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CAT. 25

Edmund John Niemann (1813-1876)
Pull's Ferry, Norwich
Signed lower left: The Ferry/Norwich/Niemann 51
Watercolour over pencil
14 x 19 inches, 35.4 x 48.2 cm

Pull's Ferry is a medieval waterway on the river Wensum south of Broadgate, Norwich. It was
built by monks to link a canal to the Wensum, to ferry stone from France to build Norwich
Cathedral. The Watergate is 15th century and built of brick and flint. The adjoining Ferry
House dates from 1647. The building became known as Pull's Ferry after John Pull who ran a
ferry across the Wensum at this point from 1796 to 1841.
Niemann exhibited ‘The Fish Market, Norwich’ at the Royal Academy in 1852.
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CAT. 26

Charles Marshall (1806-1890)
Rochester Castle, Kent
Signed with initials lower left
Watercolour heightened with bodycolour and stopping out
12 ¼ x 18 ¼ inches, 31.2 x 46.4 cm
Engraved: By William Henshall as a steel line engraving for
Select Illustrated Topography of Thirty Miles round London, 1837-38
Exhibited: London, Royal Academy, 1837, no. 907

Marshall was a scene painter who worked at Drury Lane and Covent Garden, as well as drawing
landscapes which he exhibited widely. For more information on the artist see Philip Marshall,
Charles Marshall – His origins, Life and Career, 2000.
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CAT. 27

John Frederick Lewis, RA (1804-1876)
Portrait of a European in Turkish Dress,
probably Sir John Gardner Wilkinson
Watercolour over pencil and black chalk heightened with bodycolour
Sheet 14 ¾ x 10 ¾ inches, 37.3 x 27.3 cm

This intriguing portrait of a European man in Oriental dress by John Frederick Lewis is likely
to have been made during the artist’s decade-long sojourn in Egypt, 1841-51. During this time,
Lewis lived in a large wooden, Ottoman-style house, in a district of Cairo ‘far away’, according
to William Thackeray, ‘from the haunts of European civilisation’. A prominent member of the
expatriate community during the mid-19th century was Sir John Gardner Wilkinson (17971875), who by the 1840s had gained acclaim and fame for his ground-breaking studies in
Egyptology. During and after his 12 year sojourn in Egypt between 1821 and 1833, when he was
based mainly at ancient Thebes (Luxor), Wilkinson published several articles and books on the
subject. His most famous work was Manners and Customs of the Ancient Egyptians, published in
1837, which established him as the ‘Father of British Egyptology’. Its description of ancient
Egyptian society, with numerous illustrations, caught the popular imagination, and passed
through many editions during the course of the 19th century. In 1839 his achievements were
recognised with a knighthood.
Wilkinson revisited Egypt another four times between 1841 and 1856 and during the first of
these return trips he met Lewis at least twice. On 8 December 1841, he was among those gathered
at Lewis’s house for a séance of the notorious Egyptian magician, Shaykh Abd al-Qadir alMaghrabi. Later that month, a brief entry in Wilkinson’s Journal for 1841-42 reads: ‘Saty 18 Dec
dined with Col. Barnet at 6. Met Mr Lewis and Mr Coste’ (The Griffith Institute, University
of Oxford, Wilkinson MSS. 1.69). In January 1844 both men are in Cairo and moving in the
same circles, since both are mentioned in a letter written by Bonomi to a friend. Later in the
decade, Murray’s Handbook for Travellers in Egypt was published (1847) and in it Wilkinson,
who was its author, writes of the drawings of Cairo, ‘this truly Eastern capital, which we may
shortly hope to receive from the hand of Mr. Lewis’. Most pertinent of all, is the evidence in a
sale from Lewis’s studio held in 1855, a few years after his return from Egypt, in which lot 129
is ‘Sir Gardiner[sic] Wilkinson, in Oriental Costume’ (Christie’s, 5 July 1855, bought by the
dealer, William Vokins). A portrait of ‘Sir G. Wilkinson’ is also listed in a letter of 14 April
1857 from Lewis to another dealer, John Scott (Private Collection). Another similarly sized
version of the portrait that is here identified as likely to be of Wilkinson, exists in the
Ashmolean Museum, Oxford (WA.OA966), currently titled Study of a Seated Oriental Man,
smoking. The figure is almost identical, but added, lower right, is a brass-mounted glass nargile
(or hookah) from which the man is smoking.
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The sitter in these two portraits is a fair-skinned man with a long flowing moustache and blue
eyes, whose hooded eye-lids droop down at the corners. He wears a red fez over a white skullcap,
over the top of which is the hood of his large cloak or wrap. He seems to acknowledge this
awkward accumulation of Oriental garb with wry amusement, accentuating his youthful looks.
Another portrait by Lewis shows an unidentified man with the same features, notably the bushy
moustache and the heavily-lidded eyes, wearing a fez and more conventional Ottoman attire
(with Spink & Son, London, 1985-86, titled An Englishman in Greek Dress), who, on the basis of
the argument made here, is also likely to represent Wilkinson.
We are grateful to Briony Llewellyn for this note with thanks to Charles Newton.
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CAT. 28

John Frederick Lewis, RA (1804-1876)
An Italian Strolling Musician
Watercolour over pencil heightened with bodycolour
16 ¾ x 11 ¼ inches, 42.7 x 28.7 cm
Provenance: Anonymous sale, Sotheby's, 12th July 1984, lot 163

This dates from Lewis's two year stay in Italy in the late 1830s. It is one of several studies he
made of Italian musicians or pifferari as they were known, one of which was exhibited at the
Royal Scottish Academy in 1854 (no.520). Pifferari often played at shrines or religious buildings
in Southern Italy but it is not known where the present drawing was made. A piffero was an
oboe-like instrument - here two pifferi are attached to a goat skin bag and played like a bagpipe.
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CAT. 29

Thomas Hartley Cromek (1809-1873)
The Steps and Terrace at the Villa Torlonia, Frascati, Italy
Signed lower left: T.H. CROMEK f
Watercolour over pencil heightened with bodycolour
11 x 16 ¼ inches, 28.1 x 41.7 cm

Villa Torlonia was originally built in the sixteenth century and its name dates from the
nineteenth century when it was bought by Prince Torlonia. The villa was destroyed when
Frascati was bombed on 8th December 1943, but the gardens are now a public park.
Cromek was born in London, the son of engraver, and was apprenticed to a portrait painter in
Wakefield, Yorkshire. He soon became a landscape painter and lived and worked on the
continent, and mainly in Rome, from 1831 to 1849. He built up a successful teaching practice
there until 1849 when he was forced home by Garibaldi’s threatened attack on Rome.
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CAT. 30

Charles Branwhite (1817-1880)
A Rocky River
Signed with initials lower right
Watercolour over pencil heightened with bodycolour
14 x 21 inches, 36 x 53.3 cm

Branwhite lived in Bristol throughout his life and was taught by William James Müller (18121845) (see Cat. 20). The present watercolour is reminiscent of Müller’s Devon river views and
is typical in its lavish use of bodycolour.
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CAT. 31

Henry George Hine (1811-1895)
The Village of Tighnabruaich, Kyles of Bute, Scotland
Signed lower left: H.G. HINE 1875
Watercolour over traces of pencil heightened with bodycolour and scratching out
11 ¼ x 25 ½ inches, 28.9 x 65.3 cm
Provenance: With Abbey Antiques, Hemel Hempstead, 1982

Tighnabruaich is a small village facing the island of Bute. It is in the Cowal Peninsula, 25 miles
from Dunoon. Hine was the son of a Brighton coachman and was a self-taught artist, learning
by copying the watercolours by the Sussex artist Copley Fielding which belonged to the local
vicar. He exhibited landscapes from 1830 until his death in 1895, mainly at the New Watercolour
Society.
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CAT. 32

Attributed to Alfred Edward Chalon, RA (1780-1860)
(after Sir Edwin Landseer, RA (1802-1873))
Queen Victoria and her two eldest Children
Watercolour
17 inches, 43.2cm in diameter; 43 x 34 inches, 109.2 x 86.4 cm framed
Period gilt plaster frame surmounted by a coronet

This fine quality watercolour of a young Queen Victoria and her two eldest children is a faithful
reproduction of Sir Edwin Landseer's oil painting now in the Royal Collection. The two
children depicted with the young Queen are Princess Victoria, the Princess Royal (b 1840) and
Prince Albert Edward, later King Edward VII (b 1841).
The original oil was painted by Landseer in 1841, and by 1844 a black and white engraving by
Samuel Cousins had been commissioned, which was widely circulated. What is interesting
about this present work is that the colours are completely faithful to the colours of the oil. So,
rather than following the engraving, the copyist must have been one of the few privileged artists
allowed into the Royal Collection to copy directly from the original. Alfred Edward Chalon,
recently appointed Painter in Watercolour to her Majesty Queen Victoria, was clearly much in
favour at the time, and would seem to be by far the strongest candidate to be our copyist.
Further, his own excellent portrait (in oil this time) of Queen Victoria in her State Robes had
recently been engraved by Samuel Cousins. So Chalon and Cousins clearly knew each other
already, which further re-enforces the likelihood that Chalon is our artist.
It is notable that Chalon’s watercolour is significantly smaller than Landseer’s oil but close in
size to Cousins’s engraving. Therefore, perhaps the most likely scenario is that Chalon was
expressly instructed by the royal household to make this copy in watercolour from which
Samuel Cousins could work up his engraving.
The work is housed in a quite superb plaster frame from the period.
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CAT. 33

Robert Taylor Pritchett (1828-1907)
Study for “The Golden Jubilee State Banquet at Buckingham Palace, 1887”
Signed with monogram and dated l.r.: RTP/1887
Watercolour over pencil heightened with white
6 ½ x 9 ½ inches, 16.5 x 24 cm

Pritchett was a talented and versatile artist who also earned a reputation as a traveller, lecturer,
illustrator, painter and even gun maker. He became a favourite artist of Queen Victoria’s as
early as 1868, when the monarch acquired two of Pritchett’s watercolours of Scotland. He was
subsequently commissioned to record some eighty occasions in the life of the Royal Family,
including the events of the Golden and Diamond Jubilees in 1887 and 1897, the state funeral of
the great Liberal Prime Minister William Ewart Gladstone and numerous Royal christenings.
In 1887 Pritchett was commissioned to make eight paintings for the Golden Jubilee celebrations.
The present work is likely to be the artist’s own study for a work of the same title now in the
Royal Collection (RCIN 920805). Although almost identical in composition, this watercolour
focuses only on the central section of what can be viewed in the final painting. Some fifty
foreign kings and heads of states attended the banquet in the Ball Supper Room in Buckingham
Palace on 21st June 1887. Pritchett’s watercolour shows Queen Victoria herself to the far left of
the painting with the King of Denmark on her right. Further to the right are the Princess and
Prince of Wales (the future King Edward VII and Queen Alexandra) and the Duke and Duchess
of Edinburgh (Queen Victoria’s son Alfred, Duke of Saxe-Coburg and Gotha and his wife
Grand Duchess Maria Alexandrovna of Russia).
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CAT. 34

Thomas Woolner (1825-1892)
Thomas Carlyle
Profile portrait relief, plaster. Signed and Dated 1855
Original turned wood frame
The medallion: 9 ½ inches, 24 cm diameter
The frame: 15 ½ inches, 39 cm diameter
Provenance: Samuel Laurence, portrait painter (1812-1884); Horace N. Pym;
With Maas Gallery; Roy Davids, Bonhams 3 October 2005; With Campbell Wilson
Literature: F. Kaplan, Thomas Carlyle, 1993; R. Ormonde, Early Victorian Portraits, 1973 and Thomas
Carlyle, 1981; A. Woolner, Thomas Woolner, R.A.. His Life and Letters, 1917

Woolner is recorded as working on two medallion portraits of Carlyle, the first in 1851, the
second in 1855. The sittings were arranged for Woolner by the poet Coventry Patmore and in
May 1851 Carlyle wrote to Woolner to tell him that “The Medallion is favourably hung up; and
excites the approbation of a discerning public - as it deserves to do”. The second medallion of
1855 appears to be a re-working of the first and not taken from a second sitting from Carlyle,
who by that time had grown a beard. In a letter to William Bell Scott in 1855 Woolner wrote:
“I have made a new one of him (Tennyson), much better than the last; also a new Carlyle, better
than the old one”. This present example, dated 1855, will be from this re-working. Woolner
exhibited a “Medallion of Thomas Carlyle Esq.” at the Royal Academy in 1852, which can be
assumed to be the 1851 work. In 1856 he again exhibited “Thomas Carlyle Esq.”, which can be
assumed to be an example of his 1855 medallion. In 1857 at the RA he exhibits “Thomas Carlyle
Esq. bronze medallion”, exhibiting a bronze medallion of Tennyson that same year.
The re-workings of Carlyle and Tennyson can be ascribed in part to Woolner’s trip to Australia.
He left in 1852 to try his luck in the gold fields. This proving unsuccessful he reverted to
sculpting, producing in Melbourne a series of portrait medallions. But he returned to England
in 1854, determined to continue sculpting and very keen to resuscitate his earlier reputation.
To that end re-issuing his medallions of famous men would seem shrewd. He made medallions
of other literary figures including Wordsworth and Browning, but Tennyson and Carlyle seem
to have been his most popular and it is they that interestingly were most often seen as a pair.
It is not known how many of either the 1851 or the 1855 castings were produced. An educated
guess would perhaps arrive at about 10 in each case. The following are known to exist:
In public collections:
Carlyle’s Birthplace, Ecclefechan: Plaster medallion, date unknown
Walker Art Gallery, Liverpool: Plaster medallion 1855
National Portrait Gallery, London: Black painted plaster medallion, catalogued as 1855,
but probably the simplified 1851 version
Government Art Collection, London UK: Plaster medallion 1855
On the market in the last 25 years:
One passed through Sotheby’s paired with a Tennyson in 1995.
This present one
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J.A. Froude, Carlyle's biographer, considered this fine medallion portrait of Carlyle, executed
in 1855, to be 'by far the best likeness of him in the days of his strength'. Carlyle also sat for a
portrait by Samuel Laurence (1812-1884), who formerly owned the present medallion. Horace
Pym recounts in Odds and Ends at Foxwold that the present medallion portrait was given by
Thomas Woolner to Samuel Laurence who kept it for the rest of his life. It was at the Laurence
sale that Pym purchased it. It was later bought in 1996 by Roy Davids, who built up an
impressive collection of paintings relating to literary figures. It was sold by him in 2005.
This medallion portrait is usually to be found in bronze casts; the definition is sharper in
plaster. Aside from his status in the literary world, Carlyle is of great importance in any
collection of portraits: it was his influence that led to the founding of the National Portrait
Gallery in London in 1856, and subsequently, after his death, to the creation of a Scottish
National Portrait Gallery in 1889.
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CAT. 35

Sir John Everett Millais, Bt., PRA (1829-1896)
Study of the Cast of a Hand
Signed (verso): John Everett Millais and with later inscription J.E.Millais/bought at Christie’s 1967
Soft pencil
13 x 17 inches, 33 x 43.5 cm
Provenance: Esme Prowse (the artist’s grand daughter) her sale Christie’s, London, 14 November, 1967;
Raoul Millais

Millais was one of the most remarkable artist child prodigies of the nineteenth century, entering
Henry Sass’s Academy in Bloomsbury in 1838 at the age of only nine. In 1840 he became the
youngest ever student to enter the Royal Academy Schools at the age of eleven. As part of his
training, the young Millais was required to execute study drawings from casts and sculptures
after the Antique. The present work is one such example, similar examples being held by the
collections of the Royal Academy Schools and the British Museum.
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Left, figure 1: Claudio and Isabella,
oil on panel,
Tate Gallery (acc.no.3447)

CAT. 36

William Holman Hunt, OM, RWS (1827-1910)
A sheet of studies for “Claudio and Isabella”
Inscribed (verso): Claudio and Isabella
Pencil
9 ¾ x 5 ¾ inches, 25 x 14.5 cm
Provenance: Mrs E.Burt; with Agnew’s in 1970
Literature: Judith Bronkhurst, William Holman Hunt: A Catalogue Raisonne, London, 2006, vol.II, p.26
Exhibited: on loan to the Ashmolean Museum, Oxford (1965-1970), Walker Art Gallery, Victoria and
Albert Museum, 1969, no.114

This important sheet of studies relates to one of the most iconic paintings of the Pre-Raphaelite
Brotherhood, Claudio and Isabella which is now in the Tate Gallery and illustrates a scene from
Measure for Measure. Based on the famous encounter between Claudio and his sister Isabella in
Act III scene I of the play, the imprisoned Claudio reveals the terrible moral dilemma at the
heart of the drama - that his life can only be saved if his sister Isabella sacrifices her virginity
to Angelo, the deputy of the absent Duke. Bronkhurst (op cit) notices some significant
differences between this drawing and the final painting, particularly in the pose of Isabella
which appears here as one of restraint or even horror, her hands depicted as defensively held
tightly against her chest. The beautiful study of the hands (to the lower right of the sheet) is a
direct study for Holman Hunt’s final idea for the picture (see figure 1), an ultimately far more
nuanced one in which Isabella’s reaction appears to be one of tender tactility.
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CAT. 37

Edward Robert Hughes, RWS (1851-1914)
Study of a Draped Figure in a Head Dress
Coloured chalks
14 ½ x 9 ¾ inches, 37 x 25 cm
Provenance: Sotheby’s, Belgravia, 26 June 1979, lot 96

Hughes was William Holman Hunt’s studio assistant during a key period towards the end of
his life as he suffered from glaucoma. Consequently Hughes had a significant hand in several
of Hunt’s best known works including The Light of the World and The Lady of Shalott. Although
inevitably influenced by the Pre Raphaelite Brotherhood, partly also through his uncle the
painter Arthur Hughes, much of his work is quite distinct and shows evidence of his own
particular brand of fantasy and symbolism.
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CAT. 38

Frederic, Lord Leighton, PRA, RWS (1830-1896)
Figure Studies for George Eliot's "Romola"
Black and white chalk on blue paper
8 x 11 inches, 20.5 x 28 cm
Provenance: with Julian Hartnoll
Literature: Russell Barrington, The life, letters and work of Frederick Leighton, London, 1906, for the related
print to this drawing (plate 62.18)

This drawing is a study by Leighton for his set of illustrations to George Eliot's Romola, set in
fifteenth century Florence and first published in instalments in Cornhill Magazine in 1862 and
1863.
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CAT. 39

Henry Holiday (1839–1927)
Peace on Earth, Goodwill towards Men
Design for Stained Glass
Tracery, East Window, Church of the Epiphany, Washington, D.C.
c. 1891
Pencil
21 x 17 inches, 53 x 43 cm

Henry Holiday studied art at Leigh’s Academy and the Royal Academy Schools. At an early
age he met John Ruskin in the Lake District, who in turn introduced him to Edward BurneJones. This brought Holiday into contact with the Pre-Raphaelite circle and he began to visit
Burne-Jones in his studio, where he became greatly influenced by the older man’s style and
technique. In 1861, when Burne-Jones left the firm of Powell, for whom he had been designing
stained-glass, Holiday took over his position working on over 300 compositions before leaving
in 1890 to set up his own glassworks in Hampstead. A genuine polymath, Holiday worked not
only as a glass designer but also as a sculptor, an enamellist and a painter. His most celebrated
work in this last category must be his Dante and Beatrice - a famous work in its own day and
now an iconic image in the Walker Art Gallery in Liverpool.
This present work is an undraped design for the tracery of the East window in the Church of
the Epiphany, Washington, D.C., USA. In the glass window as it was finally executed, the circle
of figures is a host of angels bearing halos. They are clothed and they support a banner,
interlaced between them, that reads ‘Peace On Earth/Goodwill Towards Men.’
This design is typical of Holiday at his most inventive. It is in works like this one, with its
delicate composition of interlocking, androgynous figures, that he shows himself to be one of
Burne-Jones’s very closest disciples.
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CAT. 40

John MacWhirter, RA (1839-1911)
Study of Wild Flowers in the Tyrol, Austria
Signed lower left: MacW
Watercolour over pencil heightened with bodycolour
14 ¼ x 19 ½ inches, 36.5 x 49.7 cm

MacWhirter was apprenticed to an Edinburgh bookseller before studying at the Trustees’
Academy. In 1869 he moved to London where his work came to the attention of John Ruskin
who bought a number of his works, which he subsequently bequeathed to the Ashmolean
Museum, Oxford. MacWhirter enjoyed sketching in the Perthshire hills and also travelled
extensively in Europe, including Norway, where he produced flower studies, and Turkey, as
well as the U.S.A.
This is a study for the lower right section of June in the Austrian Tyrol, exhibited in 1892, and
now in the Tate Gallery (N01571).
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CAT. 41

Albert Goodwin, RWS (1845-1932)
The Church of the Gesuiti, Venice
Signed with monogram lower right and inscribed by the artist on the original mount:
The Church of the Jesuits/Venice
Pen and brown ink and watercolour heightened with bodycolour
with original pen and black ink and gold border
Sheet 5 ¾ x 9 ¾ inches, 15 x 25 cm
Provenance: With the Graves Gallery, Birmingham; Anonymous sale,
Phillips, 20th March 1995, lot 26; Private Collection until 2015

There has been a Church on the site of Santa Maria Assunta or the Gesuiti, as it is more
commonly known, since 1155. It was the home of the Jesuit order in Venice from 1657 and the
present church was rebuilt in 1715.
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CAT. 42

Noel Rooke (1881-1953)
Study of the west Façade of Bourges Cathedral, France
Signed with initials lower right: N.R./1899 and inscribed on border under mount: 7 Queen Anne’s
Gardens/Bedford Park/W./With another drawing/Submitted at National Gallery 26.th Oct 1899
Watercolour over traces of pencil
12 ¼ x 25 inches, 31.3 x 63.6 cm

Noel was the son of the artist Thomas Matthew Rooke (1842-1942) who was a designer for
Burne-Jones and also worked for Ruskin. T.M. Rooke visited Bourges in 1899, one of the annual
trips arranged by Sydney Cockerell, the idea being to produce a major watercolour to be
presented to Birmingham City Art Gallery. The 1899 watercolour of the west front of Bourges
Cathedral is still in the museum’s collection. He was evidently accompanied by his 18 year old
son Noel who produced the present watercolour.
Noel was educated at the Lyceé de Chartres before entering the Central School of Arts and
Crafts in 1899. There he was taught by the calligrapher Edward Johnston and his fellow pupils
included Eric Gill. In 1905 he became the teacher of Book Illustration at the Central School and
became increasingly interested in wood engraving. In 1914 he became head of the School of
Book Production, a post he held until 1946. In 1920 he helped to found the Society of Wood
Engravers. His teachings were a major factor in the revival of wood engraving in the twentieth
century.
A watercolour by Noel Rooke, of the same size, of the main portal of Senlis Cathedral, France,
dated 1900, is in the Harvard Art Museum, Cambridge, Massachusetts.
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CAT. 43

Robert Walker Macbeth,
His Last Copper

RA, RI, RE, RWS

(1848-1910)

Signed with initials
Oil on Board
10 x 14 inches, 26 x 36 cm

Robert Walker Macbeth was a Scottish-born painter of figure subjects and rustic genre scenes.
He was born in Glasgow, the son of the Scottish portrait painter Norman Macbeth, and came
to London to study painting. One of his younger brothers, Henry, was also an artist, changing
his name to Henry Macbeth Raeburn to avoid any professional confusion. Robert Macbeth
worked initially as an illustrator for The Graphic before exhibiting at the Royal Academy, the
Royal Institute and the other major public London venues. The majority of his output is
concerned with scenes from the everyday lives of working men and women – predominantly
those making their living from the land. To that end he painted particularly in the Lincolnshire
and Somerset countryside. His work can be compared to that of George Hemming Mason and
Frederick Walker, both of whom influenced him considerably. James Caw in his Scottish Painters
even compares Macbeth’s work to the novels of Thomas Hardy.
His Last Copper is typical of Macbeth’s work in that it shows him at work with his usual subject
matter. The flat landscape and the ferry indicate that we are in the Lincolnshire fens. The
impoverished, itinerant fiddle player, who opens his palm to show the last coin that remains to
him, places Macbeth firmly amongst the British social realist painters of the day. His treatment
of the subject treads a carefully balanced course. Sympathy for the lot of the rural classes is
elicited, but with minimal sentimentality. The setting is totally believable, totally realistic. His
contribution to this school though is not only as an oil painter, but also as an etcher.
Interestingly, His Last Copper was the title of one of his etchings, shown in the Royal Academy
in 1890 and sold for the benefit of the Artists’ Benevolent Fund. It is probably safe to assume
that this present oil painting, pleasingly sketchy and small in scale, is his first attempt at
this subject.
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CAT. 44

Peter J Keelan (Irish 1857 - c1920)
Portrait of a Man, possibly a Self-Portrait,
possibly a portrait of the Irish artist Walter Osborne (1859-1903)
Signed, inscribed 'Paris' & dated '94
Oil on Canvas
Unframed: 18 x 15 inches, 46 x 38 cm
Framed: 28 x 25 inches, 71 x 64 cm

This intriguing portrait, so redolent of the more bohemian artists of the late Victorian and
Edwardian periods is the work of the Irish painter, Peter Keelan, about whom information is
hard to come by. He trained at the Dublin Schools of Art and further in Antwerp between 1878
and 1880. Beyond that we know that he was in France in the 1890s. Here he was not only in
Paris, as the inscription on our picture shows, but he was also in Brittany – specifically in Pont
Aven. Around 1890 we know he sent back to the R.H.A. in Dublin a small number of works,
which were exhibited there, giving his address as Pont Aven. It is intriguing to think therefore
that he must have been amongst some of the more avant-garde artists of the day. One thinks of
Paul Gauguin of course, but also rather closer to home, the Irishmen Walter Osborne and
Roderic O’Connor who were also out there at the time.
Piecing together the rest of Keelan’s career must of necessity at this stage be speculative. We
are probably safe to assume that he was in Paris, like so many artists of his generation, to further
his artistic education. So he may well have attended a studio like the Academie Julien. And
there is no question that in style this picture has much of the Salon Naturalists about it. The
broad brush approach to painting with the close-to-the-viewer stance, so notably picked up in
France by the Newlyn painters in England or the Glasgow Boys in Scotland, is clearly in
evidence here. But if Keelan in 1894 is looking to be following in those footsteps, we also have
to allow that a stay of a few years in Pont Aven could have altered his style again. What is
certain is that this painting shows him to have been a painter of clear ability, able to produce
a portrait of considerable magnetism. When more of his work surfaces onto the market, we
shall be able to make a fuller appraisal of this intriguing, but for now shadowy artist.
In terms of the sitter, intriguingly, Geroid Hayes, currently writing a PhD thesis on the Irish
painter Walter Osborne (1859-1903), has suggested that this may well be a portrait of Osborne
and comparison with the known images in paint, pencil and photograph of Osborne do indeed
underline this as a distinct possibility. Frustratingly, the records of Irish artists in their student
days at the Royal Hibernian Schools were destroyed in the Easter Rising of 1916, so facial
comparisons of Irish artists are sadly hard to come by. However, what can be deduced is that
this must be a portrait of a close friend of Keelan’s. There is an immediacy to the juxtaposition
of painter and sitter which would be inappropriate in a commissioned portrait. It would also
appear that the outer garment worn by the sitter is typical of an artist’s painting coat of that
time. So if this is not a self-portrait by Keelan, it is most likely to be a portrait of another artist
and one with whom Keelan would have been on friendly terms. The fact that Walter Osborne
is of the right age and profession, was treading the same path at the time and looks strikingly
like our sitter does make him a very likely candidate.
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CAT. 45

John Singer Sargent (1856-1925)
How They Met Themselves
Bronze with black patina
Unmounted: 9 ¾ inches, 25 cm high
Including base: 12 ¾ inches, 32 cm high

One of only a handful of sculptures that Sargent ever produced, the charming group How They
Met Themselves was inspired by D.G.Rossetti’s work of the same title. Rossetti produced a pen
and ink drawing of this subject for G.P.Boyce and produced at least two watercolour replicas
of it in the 1860s. The pen and ink and one of the replicas are today in the Fitzwilliam Museum
in Cambridge. The subject is that of a pair of medieval lovers meeting their spirits or
doppelgängers in a wood. Meeting an image of yourself was said to be a foreshadowing of the
future, and it is this notion that rather fascinated Rossetti - as it did those interested in the
world of the supernatural in Victorian times.
One of America’s most celebrated artists of all time, Sargent made his name in the field of
society portraiture, initially in France, and then famously in England and America. He came
later to sculpture and began his first experiments in that medium in the late 1890s. How They
Met Themselves was produced by him sometime around 1900. Sargent follows the Rossetti group
faithfully from the front, but interestingly composes his own original ideas for the reverse of
the work. Sargent was a lifelong admirer of Rossetti and an engraving of Rossetti’s Arthur and
Guinevere is known to have hung in his studio. But he also owned a print of Rossetti’s How
They Met Themselves, whose compositional elements he much admired. He is recorded as saying
of it: “That is the difficult thing to do. Anyone can paint, but to design a group so that it
will....well, do in sculpture....that's what counts. Rossetti could do it.” Sargent was not a
mainstream sculptor, but this striking and unusual little group is a testament to his considerable
abilities in the field.
This bronze cast has been dated to the very early years of the 20th century by the London
sculpture expert and restorer, Imogen Paine. The sculpture, unmounted until recently, but
having original drill-holes for a base, has been recently mounted on a fine piece of Levanto rosso
marble and stands 12.75 inches (32cms) high altogether.
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CAT. 46

Gilbert Bayes,
Sea Fantasy

RA

(1872-1953)

Signed in the cast l.r.: Gilbert Bayes
Bronze plated relief
8 x 15 inches, 20 x 38 cm
Literature: Louise Irvine and Paul Atterbury, Gilbert Bayes, Sculptor 1872-1953,
Richard Dennis, 1998, p.102 (see under the sculptural group called The Derelict)

Bayes’s training under Sir George Frampton and Harry Bates made him one of the foremost
exponents of the New Sculpture movement of his generation. As well as work for Royal
Doulton and numerous architectural commissions including the colourful Queen of Time for
the exterior of Selfridges on Oxford Street in central London and Drama Through the Ages for
the Saville Theatre (now the Odeon, Covent Garden) he was also a fine creator of sculpture on
a more intimate scale. The present work, which recalls similar reliefs by his teacher Bates, is
also typical of the sculptural decoration he created for Arts and Crafts and Aesthetic Movement
furniture at the same date.
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CAT. 47

Sir David Murray, RA, RI, RSW (1849-1933)
Sunset at Corfe Castle, Dorset
Signed, dated and dedicated l.r.: to Mrs Russell Cotes on her 1893 birthday from David Murray
Oil on panel
6 x 9 inches, 15 x 23 cm

Murray has been described as a painter who recorded nature “naked and unadorned” his concern
being to express the grandeur and “splendid impassiveness of nature”. Despite its small scale,
something of these aims are realised in this fluid plein-air oil sketch which was executed as a
present for Annie Russell Cotes, who together with her husband Merton were leading figures
in promoting the English seaside resort of Bournemouth. They were also significant art
collectors, their collection forming the nucleus of the city’s public gallery The Russell Cotes
Museum which is housed in their old home at West Cliff. Corfe Castle is situated across the
bay from Bournemouth on the Isle of Purbeck and is known for its dramatic setting. The castle
was partially destroyed during the English Civil War in the mid 1640s and has provided
inspiration for numerous artists.
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CAT. 48

Edward Stott,
At the Bedside

ARA

(1859-1918)

Signed l.l.: Edward Stott
Watercolour with chalk over pencil
14 x 10 ½ inches, 35.5 x 27 cm

Stott has been described as “the poet painter of the twilight”, the critic Laurence Housman
adding that he “shows me more beauty in twilight than I had discovered in it for myself.” Stott
himself was at the vanguard of a British Impressionist movement, influenced by the French
ruralist tradition of Bastien Lepage and odds with the more rigid Classicism of much late
nineteenth century academic art. As well evening subjects, another constant in Stott’s art are
his depictions of family life, particularly those that reflect the purity he saw in motherhood.
This fine and intense watercolour of a mother kneeling at her child’s bedside at night displays
elements of both these central themes in Stott’s work.
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Figure 2: Summer in the Fields,
Oil on canvas (Private Collection)

CAT. 49

Sir George Clausen, RA, RWS (1852-1944)
Head of a Young Girl, c.1897
Signed with initials l.r.: GC
Black and white chalk on grey paper
12 x 8 inches, 30.5 x 20.5 cm
Provenance: Mr. Ralph Fastnedge, DFC (Curator of the Lady Lever Art Gallery, Port Sunlight);
Thence by descent

This arresting portrait is one of a number of studies for Clausen’s work Summer in the Fields
(Figure 2) which underwent a long period of development before its completion in around 1897.
Its subject of a farm girl at rest during harvest is a central theme in the artist’s work up to his
move to London in 1905. It has been suggested that the sitter could be Emmy Wright, a
Widdington girl who posed for the painter within a year or so of his arrival in the Essex village.
There are other studies for this work in the Victoria and Albert Museum in London.
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CAT. 50

Robert Burns,
Skywards

ARSA

(1869-1941)

Oil on Canvas
60 x 48 inches, 152.4 x 121.9 cm
Provenance: The artist’s daughter; Steigal Gallery, Edinburgh 1982
Michael John; Private Collection by 1986

Born in Edinburgh, Burns studied at the Glasgow School of Art and his first work from the
1880s shows him to have been one of the earliest enthusiasts in Scotland for the Art Nouveau.
Then, like his fellow painter John Duncan, he developed around 1900 a distinct Symbolist streak
in his art. He showed this style of painting not only at exhibitions in Glasgow and Edinburgh
but also – unsurprisingly - at the Vienna Secession. In tandem with this, his passion for Celtic
myth and legend started to influence his work and he was to embark on a lengthy project
illustrating a collection of Scottish ballads. This project, only completed in the late 1920s, still
stands as one of the best examples of Scottish book illustration. A stroke cut short his career,
but Burn’s work places him firmly as one of the more interesting and varied Scottish stylists
of the early 20th century.
This present picture must have been produced by Burns before 1910. There is still the distinct
softness in the sweeping outlines of the body and the cloud formation that hint at Burns's art
nouveau period. The overall conception of the picture is interesting too. Clearly a sketch, it is
conceived on a very large scale and in all probability is a design for a mural. This idea is further
supported by the unusual cross hatching across the more deeply coloured passages, which lend
a chalky tonality to the picture redolent of painting on plaster. This work remained in the
artist’s studio at his death, and when the studio contents were sold in the early 1980s, it was
still unclear whether the mural had even been realized somewhere in finished form. In its
present form though it is quite substantial enough to be a very appealing work of art in its
own right, which excitingly still retains all the freshness and immediacy of the first translation
of an artist’s thoughts into brushstrokes.
The model is most likely to be Cecile Walton (1891-1956), who modelled for a number of painters
in her days as an Edinburgh art student and is known to have modelled for Burns, one of her
teachers. She was the daughter of the famous ‘Glasgow Boy’ Edward Arthur Walton (1860-1922)
and became a fine painter in her own right. She exhibited both in Edinburgh (Royal Scottish
Academy) and in Glasgow from 1907 and it must be around this time that this present work
was executed.
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CAT. 51

Walter Greaves, RI (1846-1930)
Nocturne: Moonlight at the Greaves Boatyard, Chelsea
Oil on card laid to board,
9 ½ x 14 ½ inches, 24 x 37 cm

Walter Greaves, James Abbott McNeill Whistler’s most long standing and devoted studio
assistant, met the American artist whilst working as his boatman, ferrying him across the River
Thames at Chelsea. The present view, typical of the many nocturnes that show the strong
influence of Whistler, shows Greaves’s own boatyard on Chelsea Embankment (the family name
just discernable on the notice board to the right of the picture). He painted this subject on
numerous occasions, frequently at this exact vantage point. This is no doubt partly accounted
for by the fact that Greaves lived only yards from this stretch of the river at 104 Cheyne Walk.
It is possible that this painting is one of numerous unexhibited works that were in the artist’s
studio following his death in penury in 1930. However it may be related to a similar oil painting
of a moonlight subject, Battersea Reach, Moonlight, exhibited in Greaves’s 1922 retrospective at
the Goupil Gallery on Regent Street (no.82).
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CAT. 52

Isobel Lilian Gloag (1865-1917)
For there was never yet Fair Woman but she made Mouths in a Glass
Watercolour
10 x 6 inches, 25.5 x 15 cm
Old artist’s label verso giving title and artist’s name and address: I.L.Gloag 54 Elm Park G(ardens), SW.
Original Frame
Exhibited: London, Royal Academy, 1903, no. 835

Of Scottish parentage, Isobel Gloag lived and worked all her life in London. She studied at St
John’s Wood Art School and at the Slade, but with a constitution unsuited to the life of a fulltime student, she then studied privately with Matthew White Ridley (1837-1888) and worked at
the South Kensington Schools. After further study in Paris under Collin she returned to London
where, working in both oil and watercolour, she produced pictures in the late Pre-Raphaelite
or Symbolist manner. These she showed mostly at the Royal Academy or the New Society of
Painters in Watercolour. She also made some designs for stained-glass and in her later years
became known for her flower painting. Her persistent ill-health meant that her output was
relatively small. It is known that she was at times unable to work for months at a time and this
might explain why for example there are almost no works of hers in public collections. However,
the quality of her best paintings show her to have been a considerable talent and it is hoped
that this current lack of public representation will at some stage be rectified.
This present watercolour is a typical example of Gloag’s work in her earlier, Pre-Raphaelite
manner. Exhibited at the Royal Academy in 1903, this work illustrates a line from Shakespeare’s
King Lear (Act 3 Scene 2) spoken by The Fool. It is an extemporization on the theme of vanity,
whereby playwright and artist remind us that female beauty is almost inevitably the product of
considerable artifice and rehearsal. Gloag uses the lines to conjure up a medieval setting typical
of an artist of her age, but her particular gift is to handle her main protagonists in the picture
with deft draughtsmanship and a stunningly rich colour scheme. With her broad strokes of
watercolour she juxtaposes remarkably strong colours in the foreground creating an almost
abstract sense of sumptuous patterning, highly suited to her subject matter. In this bright and
vivid bringing to life of a Shakespearean idiom she is best classified with those other late PreRaphaelite lovers of colour, John Byam Shaw (1872-1917) and his close follower Eleanor Fortescue
Brickdale (1872-1945). As Burne-Jones and others began to move towards a near-monotone
colour-scheme at the end of the century, Shaw and Brickdale reacted against this and revived
the colourist instincts of the early Pre-Raphaelites of the 1850s. In this deft and charming work,
Isobel Gloag can clearly be seen as a talented proponent of this tendency.
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CAT. 53 (top)

Lionel Edwards (1878-1966)
Steeplechasing
Signed and dated (19)’05
Pen, pencil, chalks and watercolour
Unframed: 6 x 23 inches, 15.2 x 58.4 cm Framed: 10 x 27 inches, 25.4 x 68.6 cm
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CAT. 54 (above)

Lionel Edwards (1878-1966)
The Waterjump
Signed and inscribed with title
Pen, pencil, chalks and watercolour
Unframed: 6 x 29 inches, 15.2 cm x 73.7 cm Framed: 10 x 33 inches, 25.4 x 83.8 cm
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CAT. 55

William Charles Penn,
Still Life

RP, ROI

(1877-1968)

Oil on canvas
24 x 20 inches, 61 x 50.8 cm
Circa 1930
Exhibited: Liverpool Academy of Arts

William Charles Penn was a painter and influential teacher at Liverpool School of Art from
1911 until after the second World War. He was born in London and studied at Lambeth and
City and Guilds Schools of Art from 1895, winning medals and a scholarship to the Royal
Academy Schools, 1900-05. He subsequently studied at the Académie Julian in Paris in 1908
and the following year in the Netherlands and Belgium. As well as being a member of the
Sandon Studios Society and the Liverpool Academy, he belonged to the Royal Society of Oil
Painters from 1908 and the Royal Society of Portrait Painters from 1952. He also exhibited with
the RA for many years, the Royal Glasgow Institute of the Fine Arts and in the Liverpool
Autumn Exhibitions.
The Walker Art Gallery in Liverpool holds several examples of Penn’s work.
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CAT. 56

Norman Garstin (1847-1926)
A Winter Landscape
Signed l.l.: Norman Garstin
Watercolour
19 x 25 inches, 48 x 64 cm

Garstin was a leading light in the Newlyn School – a Cornish community of plein-air painters
that established itself in the fishing village of the same name in the 1880s. Garstin’s route to
Newlyn was a remarkably cosmopolitain one, his training beginning in Antwerp before
continuing in Paris under Carolus-Duran. He was widely travelled undertaking painting trips
to Italy and Morocco and in the 1890s to North America where he recorded his trip to the
Rockies in an illustrated article for the Art Journal.
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CAT. 57

Arthur Joseph Gaskin, ARE, RBSA (1862-1928)
The Back of 13 Calthorpe Road, Moonlight
Signed with initials lower right and dated ‘May 1924’ lower left and signed and similarly inscribed verso
Pastel heightened with scratching out
5 x 4 ¼ inches, 12.8 x 11.2 cm
Provenance: Mrs Margaret Dennery, daughter of the artist; With Martyn Gregory, London;
Private collection, UK, until 2004
Exhibited: Birmingham, City Museum and Art Gallery, and London,
The Fine Art Society, Arthur & Georgie Gaskin, February-April 1982, no. C48

Gaskin studied at the Birmingham School of Art and was taught to paint in tempera by J.E.
Southall. He exhibited widely and was a jeweller and silversmith as well as an artist. He worked
for William Morris in the 1890s and became Director of the Jewellers and Silversmiths School,
Birmingham.
The present work dates from the period shortly before Gaskin left Birmingham to settle in
Chipping Campden, following his retirement from his position at Director. As such it is likely
to have been a deeply personal record.
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CAT. 58

Reginald Grenville Eves,
Portrait of a Lady in Blue

RA

(1876-1941)

Signed u.r.: R.G.Eves
Oil on canvas
24 x 20 inches, 61 x 51 cm

Eves was one of the most prominent and stylish society portrait painters in early twentieth
century England, perhaps best known for his iconic depiction of the writer Thomas Hardy. He
was a close friend of John Singer Sargent who had a perceptible influence on the style of his
work and the former drew portraits of both Eves and his wife Bertha. Eves recalls a visit Sargent
made to his studio: “Sargent was very generous in his praise… He insisted in looking at all my
pictures when going through innumerable sketches as well…My friendship with Sargent lasted
many years until his death in 1952.” Eves also made several fine copies of works by Sargent,
including of his portraits of Coventry Patmore and Hercules Brabazon Brabazon.
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CAT. 59

Alfred Kingsley Lawrence, RA, RP (1893-1975)
Study for a Composition from Ancient Greece
Squared for transfer
Oil on canvas
18 ¾ x 18 ½ inches, 48 x 47 cm
Provenance: the estate of the artist

Lawrence was a winner of the prestigious Rome Scholarship for Painting (also known as the
Prix de Rome) in 1923. Like other winners of this coveted award which included a prolonged
period painting in Italy, Lawrence found inspiration in Italian art of the fifteenth century,
something he brought to his later work as one of the country’s most sought after mural painters.
He was also strongly influenced by the architecture of the Ancient World and executed a
number of fine paintings of the Forum in Rome during his time in Italy. The present work,
apparently a study for an as yet unidentified composition, combines Lawrence’s natural flair
for painting the human figure with his love architecture, in a capriccio that is largely based
around the subject of the Acropolis. Lawrence was elected a member of the Royal Academy in
1938 and was also a fine portrait painter, particularly recognised for his talent as a painter in
pastel.
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CAT. 60

Walter Sickert, RA (1860-1942)
Portrait of Carolina in a shawl
Signed l.r.: Sickert and inscribed with title l.r. Carolina dell Aqua
Charcoal with white chalk on grey paper
16 ½ x 9 ¾ inches, 42 x 25 cm
Provenance: Dr K.K.Wood
Exhibited: Bury Art Gallery, Steer, Sickert, Epstein, February-March 1954

Two of Sickert’s most important models from his time in Venice were La Giuseppina and
Carolina Dell’Acqua (Sickert regularly misspelled the surname as Dell’Aqua as in the present
work). The two women worked as courtesans, a profession which in common with other
outsiders in society held a life-long appeal for Sickert as a painter. They were subject for an
important Venetian double portrait in the Tate Gallery, Two Women on a Sofa - Le Tose (of
c.1903-04). Carolina also sat for Sickert on her own in some of the artist’s most intense and
darkly brooding portraits. She was almost always depicted in her distinctive shawl against a
dark background (as in this drawing). Sickert executed many drawings of Carolina but the
present example is particularly substantial. It is perhaps closest to a well-known portrait of
Carolina from c.1903-04 in the Yale Centre for British Art.
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CAT. 61

John Duncan Fergusson (1874-1961)
Boats in the Harbour, Cassis
Black chalk
6 x 7 ¾ inches, 15.1 x 20.2 cm
Provenance: The Artist’s partner, Margaret Morris (1891-1980)
Private Collection

Fergusson was one of a quadrumvirate of loosely associated artists whose work together forms
the Scottish Colourists and which revitalised painting in Scotland in the early decades of the
20th Century. Born in Leith, Fergusson was largely self-taught, although he briefly studied at
the Trustees’ Academy in Edinburgh. He was influenced by the work of the Glasgow Boys and
James McNeil Whistler, as well as by the artists he saw, during his regular visits to France
between 1895 and 1906.
Despite critical success in London, Fergusson moved to France in 1907, settling first in Paris
and then in 1913 on the Mediterranean coast. During this period he met Picasso, as well as other
leading artists. The outbreak of World War I, forced him to return to Edinburgh. By 1918 he
was in London, before he returned to France, before again being forced back to the UK at the
outbreak of World War Two, when he went to Glasgow, where he was to remain until his death.
This is likely to date from Fergusson’s first extended stay in France. In 1913, he persuaded his
fellow Colourist Samuel John Peploe (1871-1935) to accompany him to Cassis. He recalled:
‘I had grown tired of the north of France; I wanted more sun, more colour; I wanted to go
south to Cassis...... we had his [Peploe’s] birthday party there and, after a lot of consideration,
chose a bottle of Château Lafitte instead of champagne. Château Lafitte to me now means that
happy lunch on the veranda overlooking Cassis bay sparkling in the sunshine’ (see Roger
Billcliffe, The Scottish Colourists, 1990, p.37).
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CAT. 62

Edgar Hereford (c.1886-1953)
Cosprons, near Collioure, Southern France
Signed and dated l.l.: Edgar Hereford/1925
Oil on canvas
19 ¼ x 23 ½ inches, 49 x 60 cm

Hereford formed part of a small circle of artists that existed around Charles Rennie Mackintosh
following the Scottish artist’s move to Port-Vendres near Collioure on the Mediterranean coast
of southern France. Together with his friend Rudolph Ihlee, Hereford painted alongside
Mackintosh creating beautifully crafted and pleasingly graphic pictures of that part of the
French countryside, the present work being a particularly fine example. Hereford’s work is rare
although he was a regular exhibitor at the New English Art Club in the mid 1920s and was
included in the British Pavilion at the Venice Biennale at around the same date.
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CAT. 63

Ethelbert White, RWS (1891-1972)
A scene from Mikhail Fokine's ballet “Polovtsian Dances from Prince Igor”
Gouache over pen and ink
10 ¼ x 12 ½ inches, 26 x 31.7 cm
Exhibited: the Fine Art Society, London, Ethelbert White (1891-1972),
A Memorial Exhibition, 1979, no.22 (incorrectly identified as a scene from “The Rite of Spring”)

The subject depicted is the Dance of the Polovtsian Warriors from Fokine’s ballet from the
celebrated Polovtsian Dances in Alexander Borodin’s opera Prince Igor. It was first produced by
Diaghilev’s Ballet Russes in 1909. White’s interpretations of scenes from the Ballet Russes first
appeared in the publisher Cyril Beaumont’s series of booklets Impressions of the Russian Ballet
in 1920. Beaumont published the series to coincide with the Ballet Russes’s time in London
which lasted until the early 1920s. Admired for their accuracy, White’s watercolours of the ballet
give a unique insight into the spectacle of these great productions from an artist’s first hand
experience. As well as White, Beaumont employed a number of other leading artist designers
of the day to work on the series including Adrian Allinson and Randolph Schwabe. Most of
the illustrations for the series were also issued as hand-coloured outline prints and were sold
commercially in small print runs of around forty each.
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CAT. 64

Eric Fraser (1902-1983)
The Pursuit of Pleasure
An Illustration for “Good Housekeeping”, June 1931
Signed l.l.: Eric Fraser
Wash over pen and ink
5 ½ x 20 ½ inches, 14 x 52 cm

As one of the finest British graphic artists of the mid twentieth century, it is Eric Fraser’s
contribution above all others that came to define the look and style of Radio Times magazine.
This fine early work is an illustration for the magazine Good Housekeeping, where it was
published in the issue for June 1931. Its composition and subject perfectly conjure up the
appropriate sentiment of mid century decadence and the dynamic spirit of Art Deco.
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CAT. 65

Sir Cecil Beaton (1903-1980)
Dressmakers at Hattie Carnegie's, New York
Signed l.r.: Beaton
Wash over pen and ink
17 x 11 ½ inches, 43 x 29 cm
Exhibited: Michael Parkin Fine Art, The Cecil Beaton Memorial Exhibition, 1983, no.110
Literature: Josephine Ross, Cecil Beaton in Vogue, C.N.Potter, 1986, illustrated, p.156

The present illustration was executed for Vogue, on 1st November 1932. Hattie Carnegie, born
in Austria as Henrietta Kanengeiser in 1886 was one of the leading New York fashion
entrepreneurs of the early part of the twentieth century. Carnegie’s business had reached its
height in the 1920s and early 1930s, buying a building off Park Avenue on 42 East 49th Street
and boasting sales of $3.5 million in 1929. The business weathered the Great Depression creating
a less expensive clothing line called Spectator Sports. Beaton frequently photographed for Hattie
Carnegie from the 1930s through to the 1950s. With characteristic Beaton humour, the artist
has conjured up the world of the unseen side of the Hattie Carnegie business, observing with
a loving attention to detail the hard working dressmakers behind the scenes.
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CAT. 66

Sir Francis Rose (1909-1979)
Harlequin
Signed and dated l.r.: Francis Rose/1963 and inscribed with title
Oil on canvas
29 ¼ x 19 ½ inches, 74.5 x 49.5 cm

Rose studied in Paris from 1929-1936 under Francis Picabia and Jose Maria Sert, subsequently
working as a scene painter for Diaghilev’s Ballet Russes. His international training partly
accounts for the sophisticated European style of much of his work which ranges from Picabia
to (particularly in the present case) Picasso. A flamboyant figure, Rose had a passionate affair
with the painter Christopher Wood who was an early influence and was strongly championed
by Gertrude Stein.
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CAT. 67

Dame Elisabeth Frink, CH, RA (1930-1993)
Hovering Eagles, for the “Odyssey”
Signed and dated l.r.: Frink/74
Watercolour over pencil
15 ¾ x 11 ¼ inches, 40 x 29 cm

The present work is an original illustration for an edition of the Odyssey which Frink executed
for the Folio Society in the early 1970s. The set were also produced as a set of lithographs by
the Curwen Studio through the Institute of Contemporary Prints, including the print for which
the present work is a study. There is a complete collection of these prints in the collection of
the Tate Gallery in London.
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CAT. 68

Harry Hoodless (1913-1997)
A Seaside Still Life
Signed and dated l.r.: Hoodless/85
Tempera
20 x 24 inches, 51 x 61 cm

Hoodless was born in Leeds and studied at the art college there and at the Royal College of Art
where his teachers included Edward Bawden and Eric Ravilious. He later taught at Norwich
School of Art and the Laird School of Art in Birkenhead where he was principal. Hoodless’s
work maintained a strong association with Liverpool and the Wirral, particularly in his iconic
dockyard scenes, chronicling the machinery, debris and decay of the docks in a surreal manner
which recalls the work of Edward Wadsworth and Tristram Hillier. He was a member of the
Liverpool Academy and the Wirral Society of Artists, and he is represented in a number of
northern British public collections including the Walker Art Gallery, Liverpool and the
Williamson Art Gallery, Birkenhead.
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CAT. 69

Graham Sutherland, OM (1903-1980)
Moulds, Foundry at Cardiff, c.1942
Watercolour with crayon, ink, chalk and pencil
3 ¼ x 8 inches, 8.5 x 20 cm
Provenance: the Bergamini Gallery, Milan; Pier Paolo and Marzia Ruggerini, Milan and thence by descent.
Exhibited: Penlee House Gallery & Museum, 2013; National Waterfront Museum, Swansea. 2014
Literature: P.Gough & S.Moss, From Darkness into Light: Graham Sutherland; Mining, Metal and Machines,
Sansom & Co., 2013, p.60 (illustrated in colour)

The present work is a closely related study for the larger painting now in Tate Britain titled
A Foundry: Hot Metal has been Poured into a Mould and Inflammable Gas is Rising. It was executed
during or after Sutherland’s stretch working at the Guest, Keen and Baldwin Steel Works near
Cardiff late in 1941. Sutherland developed a fascination in the elemental power of the heavy
industry, writing of his time there after the War (in 1964):
“(I was) fascinated by the primitiveness of heavy engineering shops with their vast floors. In a
way they are like vast cathedrals...And yet the rite - I use the word carefully - being
performed...is extraordinary...and primitive...in spite of our scientific age.”
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CAT. 70

Sir Terry Frost, RA (1915-2003)
Abstract in Red and Black
Signed and dated l.r.: Terry Frost/65 and dedicated(verso) To Kenneth Rowntree with thanks
Coloured crayon
15 x 20 inches, 38 x 51 cm
Provenance: a gift from the artist to the painter Kenneth Rowntree (1915-1997)

The present drawing shows Frost’s move in the 1960s to more simple curvilinear forms,
suggesting the influence of American painters such as Ellsworth Kelly. A comparison to this
composition can be seen in June, Red and Black (also from 1965) and now in the Tate Gallery
(inv.T00829). Frost gave this drawing to his exact contemporary, the artist Kenneth Rowntree,
whose work in Newcastle at the same date was also taking a new direction in its approach to
abstraction.
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